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Quick disclaimer  
¨  I have no affiliation with 1Science (creator of 
1foldr) 
¨  This talk reflects our own specific experience at URI 
with the 1foldr product  
¨  Not a comprehensive review of all features 
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Summary of 1foldr 
Purchased because… 
¨  Saving time: Finding articles by URI faculty is time 
consuming and non-automated 
¨  One-time purchase 
¨  Data set of faculty publications  
that could be analyzed  
¨  Curiosity…  
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Successes 
¨  Contains 3,080 articles by URI affiliates 
¤ 2,480 are Sherpa/RoMEO Green 
¨  Have uploaded 515 articles, significant for us 
(credit to Erin Mullen Parker, Digital Initiatives 
Technician!)  
¨  Higher efficiency 
¨  Still have to check copyright individually, but it’s 
faster than it would be otherwise 
 
 
Challenges 
¨  Macros don’t work on Excel for Mac  
¤ 1Science plans to eventually move all functions online  
¨  Batch metadata preparation not useful in our case  
¤ Repository is divided up by departments, so uploading 
one spreadsheet doesn’t work…and splitting up the 
spreadsheet would be time consuming  
 
Results: Inconclusive   
¨  Can’t speak to certain features we are not using 
¤ PMC ID’s  
¤ Crossref license information 
¤ Author affiliations 
¨  Automated processing beyond the embedded 
macros may be possible; we have not attempted 
Conclusion   
¨  Overall great product and worth it 
¨  Recommended especially for similar libraries… 
¤ Limited resources 
¤ Manual process 
¨  Access to a PC for the macros  
¨  Before purchasing, look into batch metadata 
functions and whether they are compatible with your 
repository setup 
Thank you!    
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